
          

 
 

LENSEC Will Demonstrate Perspective VMS™ at Intersec 2017 
LENSEC representatives show new features of Perspective Video Management Software 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - Houston, Texas, USA – Monday, December 12, 2016  

LENSEC, a pioneer in IP video surveillance software, is presenting new 
features available in their enterprise software, Perspective VMS™.  
LENSEC representatives will be in Dubai, UAE in January for Intersec 
2017, an international trade show and conference for the security 
and safety industry. The team from LENSEC will demonstrate key 
features of PVMS. The exhibit will be at the Dubai International 
Convention and Exhibition Center in Dubai, UAE January 22-24, 2017. 
The LENSEC team will be available to demonstrate PVMS and answer 
questions in Booth #S1-F25.  

Perspective VMS is a browser-based, thin client software that delivers surveillance video and security 
information to customers from IP cameras and devices. The latest release of software builds on the 
intuitive platform for end-users and security administrators. 

LENSEC has added many news features to the latest software release. Customers continue to rely on 
many features that are valuable to their security program: 

Browser-based: The software is accessible in a thin client application and operates in any computer 
environment (PC or Mac). 

Map-based navigation: Users can custom-configure maps and zoom to areas of interest within the 
map view. Multiple layers of maps may be nested to create comprehensive site maps. 

Camera Dock: The feature provides a configurable bank of cameras on your camera view. A new 
feature includes quick loading all cameras on a map into the camera dock.  

Video Tagging: Comprehensive tagging for commenting, sharing, and storing for quick retrieval of 
recorded video. Tags are searchable within the global search tool. 

Equipment Integration: Perspective VMS includes integration of 3rd party software such as access 
control, video analytics, and more.  

User-Friendly Interface: PVMS includes neighboring cameras, fast-find motion tracking, global search, 
video tagging, camera dock, custom maps, active directory integration, and more. 

About LENSEC 
Founded in 1998, LENSEC is an industry leading provider of IP-based video surveillance solutions for 
many vertical markets including local governments and school campuses, health care facilities, 
commercial properties, critical infrastructure, and more. LENSEC’s Perspective VMS enables secure 
remote access and real-time collaboration with first responders during security events. For more 
information, visit www.lensec.com.  

Contact:    Intersec 2017    Headquarters: 
Keith Harris,     Booth # SA-J12  
LENSEC Marketing Manager Dubai International Convention     
kharris@lensec.com    and Exhibit Centre   1800 Bering Drive, Suite 751 
512.913.3907     Dubai, UAE    Houston, TX, USA 77057 

Perspective VMS is the 
backbone of systems 
tailored to our customers’ 
security and surveillance 
needs. 
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